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Introduction

● This project was created to help in the digitizing of and Electrical and 

Computer Engineering Textbook

● Our main goal was to build on the existing project from last semester by 

creating dynamic summaries of chapters using AI

● Our project stores chapters in a database, generates keywords for each 

chapter, and then generates summaries of each chapter incorporating the 

keywords. 

● The aim of this implementation is to allow the user to easily navigate through 

related chapters and be able to see summarized versions of them



Existing Project from Previous Semester

● Static summaries generated for each sub-section of textbook

● Our aim was to improve on the current summaries so they are more useful for the 

students



Motivation/Goals for Project

Summaries for sub-sections of textbook was based off of existing text from textbook

● Need for more clarity/explanation in summaries

Incorporating and leveraging AI for educational purposes

● Create more dynamic, accurate summaries

Linking similar chapters together for the front end team

● Generate keywords to be used in each summary



Overview

Pipeline

● Store ChatGPT article into database
● Generate keywords for each text selection and store into database
● Make call to ChatGPT API and feed text selection and keywords to generate 

a summary using keywords

Organization

● Split work into 4 categories and connected all of our individual pieces

Workflow

● Weekly sub-team meetings to talk about progress and next steps

Technologies Used: NLTK Library, OpenAI API, SQL, Python



Keyword Extraction Results - Veena
Approach

● Used NLTK library
○ Tokenization

■ Tokenize input into sentences and words
● Pre-trained model: KeyPhrase Transformer - T5 model

○ Each task is converted to text-to-text format

Organization

● Several preprocessing functions
○ process(), filter(), extract(), get_keywords(), generate_keywords()

● One main function that calls on preprocessing functions and outputs 2 keywords for every 100 words

Results



ChatGPT Article in SQL Results 

Create a table in the existing database called “keywords

Keywords stores:

● ID
● Chapter_Name
● Chapter_Text

The text was fed as an input to the keywords extraction model and stored in a 
table called “Keyword_Store”

Keyword_Store table consists of :

● ID
● Keywords



Keywords Table and Keyword Store Table



ChatGPT API call Results - Divya

● Approach 

○ Splits the text to summarize  into small chunks 

○ Sends in each chunk to the API to create a summary

○ Combine all the individual summaries to form one whole summary

● Organization

○ Two methods to achieve this: split_text() and generate_summary()

● Results

○ A summary of 1-2 sentences for every 2048 characters is generated for the text 

input from the database



Connecting it all together using SQL - Rachit

MySQL Connector (Keywords side)

● Fetching textbook content from MySQL database

● Running generate_keywords() function on that text

● Updating the new keywords into the database

MySQL Connector (Summary side)

● Fetching the generated keywords from the database

● Feeding those keywords into the summarization algorithm



Keyword and summary generation + MySQL database



Future Work

Include weights for keywords

● To indicate relevance/importance

● Use as sorting mechanism to find the top-most keywords of all keywords generated

Implement our work to the ECE textbook

● To create more effective summaries for sub-sections of textbook


